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1. Introduction. If d>(x, s2) is the solution of Ly = — y" — q(x)y

= s2y, y(0)=0, y'(0)— — 1, where the potential q is defined on [0, oo)

and decreases in magnitude sufficiently rapidly as x tends to infinity,

then ip(x, s2) = C(s)sin(sx — a(s))+o(l) as x tends to infinity (see

[5, Lemma 5]). The function a is called the asymptotic phase. Given

the asymptotic phase, the potential q can be reconstructed. Buslaev

and Faddeev [2] and Gilbert and Kramer [5] proved that the asymp-

totic phase satisfies the equation

(I) 11 - k] + (2/x)   f    \sais) - (1/2)   f    q(x)dx\ ds= - ?(0)/4,
j=l J 0     l_ J 0

where the — k2 are the eigenvalues of the operator in L2(0, oc) defined

by L and the boundary condition y(0) = 0.

Equation (1) is known as a "trace" formula. Similar formulas have

been obtained by many other authors in different situations; e.g., by

Buslaev [l] for a three-dimensional Schroedinger operator with a

potential decreasing in magnitude sufficiently rapidly at infinity, and

by Gasymov [4] and Gilbert and Kramer [6] for operators with a

discrete spectrum.

In this article we show that it is possible to define an asymptotic

phase for the solution tp(x, X) of — y" + [ — x + p(x)]y =Xy, y(0)=0,

y'(0) = —1, where p is a finite1 function on [0, oc). The asymptotic

phase is absolutely integrable and satisfies an equation similar to (1).

As is indicated by Gasymov [3], perturbation by a finite function of

the operator — y" — x'y, 0<t^2, produces other interesting phe-

nomena.

We note that our formula (17) for the trace of the difference of the

resolvents in terms of the asymptotic phase is the analog of formula

(II) of Krein [7]. Krein's formula was deduced for abstract operators

and involves his "spectral shift" function. Formulas similar to (17)

which involve an asymptotic phase have been obtained by Buslaev

and Faddeev [2] and by Buslaev [l].
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1 By a finite function is meant a function which vanishes outside some finite

interval.
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2. The basic solutions. Let fx(\) = (ttX/3) mJx/i(Z) and /2(X)

= (ir\/3)ll2Yx/3(Z), where Z=(2/3)X3'2 and 7i/3 and Ym are Bessel

functions./i(x+X) andf2(x+\) are linearly independent solutions of

— y" — xy = \y. If <px(z, X) is the solution of Lxy= — y" — xy =Xy,

y(0) = 0, y'(0) = -l, then

(2) <bx(x, X) = /,(X)/i(* + X) - fx(\)f2(x + X).

We observe that fx and f2 are entire functions of X, real for real X,

and never simultaneously zero. Their Wronskian is 1. If X is real,

then as X—>+ °°

/x(X) = X-1'4[cos(Z - Stt/12) + 0(1/2)],

//(X) = X^-sinOZ - Sr/12) + 0(1/Z)],

/2(X) = X-1'4[sin(Z - Stt/12) + 0(1/Z)],

/i(X) = X1'4[cos(Z - Stt/12) + 0(1/Z)].

If Z' = (2/3)m3/2, then as /*->+°o

/!(-/•) = (1/2)m"1/4[-1 + 0(1/Z')] expZ',

fx'(-u) = (1/2)M1/4[1 + 0(1/Z1)] expZ',

f2(-u) = (31'V2)m-1/4[-1 + 0(1/Z')] exp Z',

fl(-n) = (31'V2)m1/4[1 + 0(1/Z')] exp Z'.

Let p be a real continuous function on [0, °° ) which vanishes for

Xs^c. If <b2(x, X) is the solution of L2y— — y" + [ — x+p(x)]y = \y,

y(0)=0, y'(0)= -1, then ior x^c,

(3) <h(x, X) = A(\)fx(x + X) - 5(X)/,(z + X).

We have that

(4) A (X) = 0,(c, X)/2' (c + X) - 02'(c, X)/2(c + X),

(5) B(\) = <b2(c, \)f{ (c + X) - <*>2' (c, X)/X(c + X).

We see that A (X) and B(X) are entire in X, real for real X, never simul-

taneously zero.

Let q be a continuous function on [0, c]. Let <b(x, X) be the solution

of —y"+q(x)y = \y, y(0) = 0, y'(0)=— 1. According to Titchmarsh

[8, Section 1.7] as s-»+oo, <t>(x, s2)=-(l/s) sin sx + 0(l/s2),

<p'(x, s2) = -cos sx + 0(l/s). As <->+«>,

*(*, -*2) = (l/2*)ete[-l + e"2<* + 0(1/0],

0'(*, -/2) = (l/2)e'*[-l - e~2t* + 0(1/1)}.
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If q is continuously differentiable, we can say, further, that </>(x, s2)

= — (1/s) sin sx+il/2S2)fQxqiy)dy cos sx + 0(l/s3). Each result holds

uniformly for x in [0, c].

Using (4) and (5) and the asymptotics we have given lor fi, fi and

</>, we see that as X^+°o, A(\) =X-1/4[sin(Z-57r/12)+0(X-1/2)],

5(X)=X-1/7[cos(Z-57r/12)+0(X-1'2)].   As   fx^+ 00,   we   see   that

A(-p) = (31'V2)M-1/4[-l + Oin-1'2)] exp Z',

Bi-n) = (1/2)m~1/4[-1 + 0(m"1/2)] exp Z'.

3. The basic operators and their spectral functions. Let Tj he the

self-adjoint operator in L2(0, 00) generated by the differential op-

erator Lj and the boundary condition y(0) =0. Following the methods

of Titchmarsh [8, Section 4.13] we see that if p,(X) is the spectral

function of Tj as defined in [2], then for all real X,

(6) Pi'(X) =(LM[/i(x)+/22(x)]"1,

(7) P2'(X) = (1/t)[a\\) + b\\)]-\

As X-^+oo,

p/(X) = (1A)X1/2[1 + 0(1/Z)]    and    p2'(X) = (lA)X1'2[l + OCX"1'2)].

As p—>+<»,

Pi'(-M) = (1/tV'"[1 +0(l/Z')]exp(-4^/2/3);

p2'(-M) = (I7r)p1/2[l + Odr1'2)} exp(-4Mi"V3).

4. The asymptotic phase. We can define two real analytic functions

ai(X) and a2(X), — oo <X< oo, by means of the equations tan «i(X)

=M\)/fi(\), tan a2(\)=A(\)/B(\). Letting

*y(*,X)   =   [pJOOY'^jix,^,

we see that for x^c,

(8) Ux, X) = (1/t1'2) [/i(* + X) sin a,(X) - /2(* + X) cos «,-(X)],

where j = 1,2.

We have that tan(a2 — «i) =lh/hi, where A2(X) =yl(X)7(X)

-S(X)/2(X) and fti(X)=5(X)/j(X)-M(X)/»(X). Since

/&(c, X)     ^(c, X) \ = //!(c + X)     /2(c + X) \ /    .4 (X)       /2(X)\

W7, x)   */7,x)/    V//7 + X)  /2'7 + x)A-£(x)   -/i(x)/'

we see that
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h2(\) = <bx(c, \)<b2' (c, X) - fi (c, \)<b2(c, X)

=   I    p(x)<p2(x, \)<bx(x, \)dx.
•J 0

Assume now that pEC2[0, c] and that fgp(x)dx = 0. From our asymp-

totics for <bi and c/>2 it follows that h2(\) = 0(1/X2) as X—»+<», and

h2( — u) = 0[u~1 exp(2cju1/2)] as u—*+«>. From our asymptotics for

A, B, /i, f2, we see that hx(K) =X-1'2[l+0(X-1'2)] as X-^+ «>, and

hx(-u)=[l+0(n-1'2)]fJL-1i2 exp(4/x3/2/3) as /i-H-». Hence

tan[a2(X)-ai(X)] = 0(X-3'2) as X->+°°, and tan [«2(-m) -«i(-m)]

= 0[/i_1/2 exp(2c/i1/2—(4/3)/i3/2)] as ji—>+«>. Therefore, there are

integers «i, n2 such that a2(X) — ai(X)—>«i7r as X—>+ °°, and a2( — /x)

—«i(—p)—>«27r as /x—>+<». Let 5(X) =a2(\)— ax(\)— nxir for X>0,

and let 5(X) =a2(X) —«i(X) —m27t for X<0. We call 5(X) the asymptotic

phase. We have that 5(X) =0(1/X3'2) as X->+ », and

a(-M) = 0[M"1/2 exp(2cM1/2 - (4/3)u3'2)]

as p.—» + =c. We note 5(X) is absolutely integrable from — ac to + oo.

5. The trace of the difference of the resolvents. Let R,(z) be the

resolvent of Tj. Rj(z) is an integral operator with kernel Kj(x, y, z)

= f-„i\ — z)~1<bj(x, X)4>j(y, \)dpj(\). Let V he the operator in

L2(0, oo) of multiplication by p. Ii || ||2 denotes the Schmidt norm,

then HI V\^2Rx(iT)\\l=fl\p(x)\f1ai\\-iT\-24>\(x, \)p{ (k)dkdx. We
may express the inner integral as the sum of three integrals, taken

from — oo to — b, from —b to b, and from b to + °° • Using our asymp-

totics for <px(x, X) and pi (X), we can then show that || | V\ ll2Rx(iT)\\2

= 0(r'~3/4), where e is an arbitrarily small positive number. By Gil-

bert and Kramer [5, Theorem l], it follows that R2(ir) — Rx(ir) is in

the trace class, and, in addition, that

(9) lim T2[S{ R2(ir) - Ri(ir) } + S{R1(ir)VR1(iT)} ] = 0,
T—♦«

where 5 stands for trace.

We have that

/i oo
[K2(x, x, h) — Ki(x, x, ir)]dx

o

/' °°    C °° -12 2
I     (X - ir)    [iP2(x, X) - fx(x, \)]d\dx.

0     J —oo

Since the integrals
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f   (X - tr)"V*(*, X)d\,       j = 1, 2,
J -00

converge uniformly for Ogx^A7, where Af is an arbitrary positive

number, it follows that

/CO

(X - ir)"1
-00

(10)
r rN i rN 2        1

■     I    ^2(x, X)ete —  I    \pi(x, \)dx \d\.

As in Gilbert and Kramer [5], /Mix, \)dx=ipj,iiN, X)^,2(.ZV, X)

—ipjiN, X)ipi,uiN, X), where the subscripts after the 'j' stand for

partial derivatives. Assuming that N^c, calculating the partial

derivatives from (8) and substituting into (10), we obtain

/oo
(X - ir)-1

-CO

(11) , r   2 2
•{(A + X)[o2(iV,X)-ai7V, X)]

+ bliN, X) - *!(#, X) - [ai(\) - a{(\)]}ik,

where a^N, X) =/i(A7'+X) sin a^X) -fziN+X) cos «y(X), and 6,-(JV, X)

=/i' (iV+X) sin aj(\)—fi(N+\) cos ay(X). Integration by parts

shows that

/CO

(A-ttO-^aj'CX) -ai(\)]d\

(12)

/CO

(X - iT)-28(X)d\.
-oo

Making the change of variable u =X + N and letting & be an arbitrary

positive number, we can write

/co

(X - ir)-1{ (TV + X) [«,*(#, X) - a\(N, X)] + b\(N, X) - *J(iV, X)} d\
-co

/co
(m - N - ir)_1g(w, AVm

-co

=[/  +j+j ^(u-x-iry'g^mdu,
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where g(u, N)=u[a22(N, u-N)-a2x(N, u-N)]+b22(N, u-N)

— b\(N, u — N). It is then clear that

(u - N - ir)"1^, N)du = 0.
-k

Using our asymptotics for fx, f2 and their derivatives, we see that

g(u, N)=0(l/u) as u—>+°°, uniformly in N. Assuming that k was

chosen large enough, we therefore have | fk(u — N — ir)~1g(u, N)du\

^Mfk [(u — N)2+r2]~ll2u~1du. This last integral may be expressed in

terms of elementary functions. It is then possible to show that its

limit is zero as N—>oo. Hence, lim^^Kfk (u — N — ir)~lg(u, N)du = 0.

Using our asymptotics for fx, f2, f{, fi, S, we see that g(—v, N)

= 0(l/i>3'2) ast>—r+ oo, uniformly in N ior A7 sufficiently large. There-

fore,

lim    I      (u — N — ir)~lg(u, N)du

( — ii — N — ir)~~lg( — v, N)dv = 0.
k

We have thus shown that

/oo
(X - ir)_1{ (X + X) [a2(V, X) - ax(N, X) ]

-»

+ bt(N, X) - b[(X,\)\dX = 0.

From (11), (12) and (13) it follows that

S{R2(ir) - Rx(ir)}   =  [5(0") -5(0+)]AVr

(14) r°°
- (1/tt)  I     (X - ir)-2S(\)d\.

•I -00

6. A trace formula. Using the asymptotics we have given for <px

and p{ , we observe that fc0p(x)<p\(x, \)dxp{ (X) is 0(1/X3/2) as X—*+ oo ,

andifX=-M, it is 0(m"1/2 exp[2cM1/2-(4/3)m3/2]) as/x-^+°c. Hence,

flp(x)<p\(x, \)dxp{(K) is absolutely integrable for — oo <\< oo, and

by Gilbert and Kramer [5, Theorem 2] we have that

(15) lim TS{Rx(iT)VRx(n)} = -  j      J    p(x)<b\(x, \)dxdpx(\).

From equations (9), (14) and (15) it follows that 5(0+) = 5(0^)

and that
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(16) (IA) f   5i\)d\ = -  f    J   pix)4>lix, \)dxdPi(\).
J -CO "   -CO  J  0

We may summarize our results in the following form:

Theorem. Let i?y(z), j= 1, 2, &e ifee resolvent and pj the spectral func-

tion of the operator in L2iO, °o) defined by the differential operator

Lj-y= —y"+[ — x + (j—l)pix)]y and the boundary condition y(0)—0,

where p is real, pEC2[0, c], p(x) =0 for x^c, Jcop(x)dx = 0. If 4>j(x, X)

is the solution of L^y — Xy, y(0) = 0, y'(0) = — 1, then for x^c,

ibjix, X) = [ir(x + X)/3]1/2[,7(X)/1/3(X) - Bji\)YmiX)],

where X= (2/3) (x+X)3'2. Let aj(\) be a real analytic function defined

by the equations tan a,(X) = Aj(X)/Bj(X), limx<±w[a2(X)— «i(X)] =0.

Then S(X) =a2(X) — cu^X) is called the asymptotic phase. 5(X) is abso-

lutely integrable, and the following equations are true:

/oo
(X - ir)-2S(\)d\,

-CO

where S stands for trace, and

/CO /» CO      /» c

8(\)d\ = -   I      I   />(*)4>i(*, \)dxdpi(X).
-CO ^   -OO ^ 0
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